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intellij idea ultimate 12 is equipped with a new oxygen css theme that comes with a custom user
interface for the design perspective. the new theme is based on the jetbrains nexus project and the
design team made sure that it matches the full intellij idea palette. a new project structure tab was

added to the project view in intellij idea ultimate. this tab allows you to view a project's structure and
inspect its packages and libraries. in the project structure view, the references panel now provides a
convenient way to find all libraries used by the project: you can simply drag and drop the project's

dependencies to the all dependencies panel and intellij idea will automatically locate and list all
libraries used by the project. intellij idea ultimate 12 includes a new ftp plugin, which allows you to

easily access a remote file system. you can create projects and open and edit files from anywhere in
the file system. the ftp plugin was made available in the file & new window, and the project explorer
and project structure tabs. first announced in march at springconference 2020, intellij idea ultimate
offers native action and action item support for kotlin, php, objective-c, scala, python, and groovy.
intellij idea ultimate also ships with a new feature aimed at improving the developer experience,

abstract project view: it offers a new ui for defining and viewing projects in the workspace.
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